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OutlineOutline

►►Electron identificationElectron identification
Calorimeter geometryCalorimeter geometry
MethodsMethods
►►Cluster formationCluster formation
►►EE

 
calocalo

 

/P/P
 

tracktrack

►►Impact point analysisImpact point analysis

ResultsResults
►►J/J/ψ→ψ→ee++ee--

 

as a test channelas a test channel

►►Lead/scintillator calorimeterLead/scintillator calorimeter
Geometry and photon reconstruction qualityGeometry and photon reconstruction quality



GeometryGeometry

►► Size: 2.5Size: 2.5××2.0 m2.0 m22

2020××16 modules16 modules
25 readout channels per 25 readout channels per 
modulemodule
►►2.52.5××2.5 cm2.5 cm22

 

cell sizecell size

7900 channels total7900 channels total

►► 1.5 m distance from target1.5 m distance from target
5 5 ̶̶ 4545°° angular acceptanceangular acceptance



GeometryGeometry

►► 70 layers70 layers
1.0 mm tungsten1.0 mm tungsten
1.5 mm plastic1.5 mm plastic
►►175 mm total thickness175 mm total thickness
►►Space for readout?Space for readout?

20X20X00

0.95 nuclear interaction length0.95 nuclear interaction length
Energy resolutionEnergy resolution

►►non zero constant term because non zero constant term because 
calorimeter a little bit short for 16 calorimeter a little bit short for 16 
GeVGeV

 

photonsphotons

%4.1%6.7
⊕=

EE
dE



Inputs and methodsInputs and methods

For calorimeter in electron For calorimeter in electron 
optionoption

►►

 

Compare Compare EE
 

calocalo

 

and and PP
 

tracktrack
new cluster formation new cluster formation 
procedureprocedure

►►

 

PreshowerPreshower
 

informationinformation
no no preshowerpreshower in calorimeter in calorimeter 
in front of MUCHin front of MUCH

►►

 

ShapeShape
energy deposition in 2energy deposition in 2××2 2 
subclustersubcluster/energy deposition /energy deposition 
in 3in 3××3 cluster3 cluster
Impact angles very highImpact angles very high

►►

 

30 30 GeVGeV
 

pCpC
 

events for events for 
backgroundbackground

…… and J/and J/ψ→ψ→e+ee+e-- for signalfor signal

►►

 

Tracking systemTracking system
position on calorimeter surfaceposition on calorimeter surface

momentummomentum



Additional methodsAdditional methods

►► Reconstruction of impact point by calorimeterReconstruction of impact point by calorimeter
(not very) advanced shower shape analysis(not very) advanced shower shape analysis

►► Analysis of MUCH hits on track trajectory after the Analysis of MUCH hits on track trajectory after the 
calorimetercalorimeter

Require integration of calorimeter with MUCH systemRequire integration of calorimeter with MUCH system

►► For large (25For large (25°°
 

and more) impact angles a cell hit by and more) impact angles a cell hit by 
the track can be used as a the track can be used as a preshowerpreshower

not implementednot implemented

►► All presented analysis is preliminary and can be All presented analysis is preliminary and can be 
improvedimproved



Cluster formationCluster formation

Very similar to precluster

 

formation for photons 

►► ProcedureProcedure
local maximumlocal maximum
2x2 maximum matrix2x2 maximum matrix
center of gravity of 2x2 center of gravity of 2x2 
maximum matrix (maximum matrix (☆☆))
ellipseellipse
►► center of ellipse located center of ellipse located 

on line from center of on line from center of 
calorimeter to found calorimeter to found 
center of gravitycenter of gravity

sort all cells depending sort all cells depending 
on area intersect with on area intersect with 
ellipseellipse
clustercluster
n cells with maximum n cells with maximum 

intersection areaintersection area

Electrons. E=2 GeV, Angle=25°



Cluster sizeCluster size

16 GeV
 

photons

2x2 7 9



Maximum and track matchingMaximum and track matching

P axis coincide with direction of particle momentum

►► Vector V: Vector V: ★★→→☆☆
►►★★::

 

track impact point track impact point 
►►☆☆::

 

calorimeter clustercalorimeter cluster’’s s 
center of gravitycenter of gravity

use P and Q reference use P and Q reference 
systemsystem
►►Coordinates of the vector: Coordinates of the vector: 

(V(V

 
PP

 

, V, V

 
QQ

 

))

The VThe VQQ should be [should be [--1.2cm, 1.2cm, 
+1.2cm]+1.2cm]
The boundaries for VThe boundaries for VP P are are 
tabulated as a function oftabulated as a function of
►► impact angleimpact angle
►►momentummomentum

Electrons. E=2 GeV, Angle=25°



Examples of VExamples of V
 PP

 
and Vand V

 QQ
Electrons. E=2 GeV, Angle=15°

[-2%,+2%] of the distribution outside the region marked by red ★

 

stars.
[-1.2cm, +1.2 cm] boundaries used for VQ
[-10%,+30%] boundaries used for VP

VQVP

Maximums exclusion for
Photon reconstruction



Cluster energy vs. track momentumCluster energy vs. track momentum

►► Cluster energy Cluster energy ≠≠
 particle energyparticle energy

only energy in only energy in 
scintillator is seenscintillator is seen
calibration neededcalibration needed
►► technical issue identical technical issue identical 

to one for photonsto one for photons

►► Use Use ee++ee--

 
from J/from J/ψψ

 decay as a signaldecay as a signal

►►

 

(very) simple approach(very) simple approach
not care about calorimeter not care about calorimeter 
energy resolutionenergy resolution



Cluster energy vs. track momentum. Cluster energy vs. track momentum. 
Another variablesAnother variables

►►

 

Center: momentum measured Center: momentum measured 
by trackerby tracker

►►

 

Sigma: Energy resolution for Sigma: Energy resolution for 
given energy (momentum)given energy (momentum)

►►

 

Integrate [Integrate [--∞∞, , EE
 

calocalo

 

]]
►►

 

Log scale!Log scale!
►►

 

Cut at 0.05Cut at 0.05



Reconstruction of impact point by Reconstruction of impact point by 
calorimetercalorimeter

►► Same vector V (VSame vector V (VPP

 

, V, VQQ

 

)  )  
as for matching between as for matching between 
track and calorimeter track and calorimeter 
clustercluster

►► Slick boundaries for Slick boundaries for 
matchingmatching

tight for identificationtight for identification
very simple approachvery simple approach



Examples of Q distributionsExamples of Q distributions
►► --0.5<V0.5<VQQ

 

<0.5<0.5
►► VVP P depends on energydepends on energy

use use ★ position for a cutposition for a cut

►► TODO:TODO:
Need a better criteriaNeed a better criteria

VP



ResultsResults

HadronHadron

 rejectionrejection
EfficiencyEfficiency

EE

 
calocalo

 

/P/P

 
tracktrack 25.825.8 90.2%90.2%

+impact +impact 
pointpoint

62.462.4 82.5%82.5%

MomentumMomentum HadronHadron

 

rejectionrejection

<5GeV<5GeV
55--8 8 GeVGeV
>8 >8 GeVGeV

55.655.6
673673
>1000>1000

►► First version of identification for calorimeter in front of First version of identification for calorimeter in front of 
MUCHMUCH

Still could be optimizedStill could be optimized
At least 2 more methods for electrons identificationAt least 2 more methods for electrons identification
►►hits in MUCH on track trajectoryhits in MUCH on track trajectory
►►preshowerpreshower--like information for large angleslike information for large angles

Longitudinal segmentation?Longitudinal segmentation?



J/J/ψψ
 

generationgeneration

►► BackgroundBackground
1000000 events1000000 events
30 30 GeVGeV pCpC UrQMDUrQMD

►► No events after cutsNo events after cuts
see multiplicitysee multiplicity

►► SupereventSuperevent
Equivalent of 10Equivalent of 101212

eventsevents

►► SignalSignal
►►40000 events40000 events

J/J/ψψ from HSDfrom HSD
UrQMDUrQMD pCpC
Energy/Momentum Energy/Momentum 
badly violated!badly violated!

►► Multiplicity: Multiplicity: 5.12e5.12e--88



J/J/ψψ
 

signalsignal

►► Efficiency: 15%                     Efficiency: 15%                     
►► S/B: 0.99S/B: 0.99

►► CutsCuts
PPTT>1.2 >1.2 GeVGeV
Id with Id with 
calorimeter onlycalorimeter only



ConclusionsConclusions

►►First version for calorimeter in front of MUCH First version for calorimeter in front of MUCH 
presentedpresented

►►2 methods reviewed2 methods reviewed
EEcalocalo/P/Ptracktrack

Reconstruction of impact point by calorimeterReconstruction of impact point by calorimeter
►►parameters depend on energyparameters depend on energy

TODOTODO
►►2 more methods can be used2 more methods can be used
►►shower shape analysisshower shape analysis

like for photonslike for photons





MethodsMethods
►► Compare Compare EEcalocalo

 

and and PPtracktrack
new cluster formation procedurenew cluster formation procedure

►► PreshowerPreshower
 

informationinformation
no no preshowerpreshower in calorimeter before MUCHin calorimeter before MUCH
►►……for large (25for large (25°°

 

and more) impact angles a cell hit by the track can and more) impact angles a cell hit by the track can 
be used as a be used as a preshowerpreshower

►► ShapeShape
energy deposition in 2energy deposition in 2××2 2 subclustersubcluster/energy deposition in /energy deposition in 
33××3 cluster3 cluster
Impact angles very highImpact angles very high

►► Reconstruction of impact point by calorimeterReconstruction of impact point by calorimeter
(not very) advanced shower shape analysis(not very) advanced shower shape analysis

►► Analysis of MUCH clusters after calorimeterAnalysis of MUCH clusters after calorimeter
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